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Abstract. We show that three-element codes have some special properties which do not hold even 
for four-element codes. Firstly, for each three-element code A, if u and v are words in pref(xA °') c~ 
pref(yA') ,  with x, y ~ A, x # y, then one of them is a prefix of the other, i.e., among the words 
which can be covered in two different ways from left to right there exists a unique maximal 
(possibly infinite) element. Secondly, each three-element code has a bounded delay in at least 
one direction. 
1. Introduction 
Codes, or injective morphisms of free semigroups, are very natural and important 
objects in formal language theory. Hence, it is not surprising that a lot of research 
has been done (of. [1]) in studying their properties since the 1950s when the 
systematic study of codes was initiated by Schiitzenberger (of. [8]). An interesting 
class of codes, especially from the point of view of an easy decoding, is the family 
of bounded delay codes (cf. [1, 2, 6, 7]). 
The aim of this paper is to show that three-element codes possess certain properties 
which are not true for codes in general, or even for four-element codes. Thus, we 
are, in a sense, looking for characterization results of three-element codes. For 
binary codes, i.e., for two-element codes, such a result is known and easily obtainable: 
A binary set A = {a,/3} is a code if and only if it is aperiodic, i.e., the primitive roots 
of a and/3 are different. In particular, each binary code has a bounded delay in 
both directions. 
~ 
It is also well known that a three-element code need not have a bounded delay 
in both directions. However, as a main result of this paper, we are able to prove 
that such a code has always a bounded delay in at least one direction. 
This result is based on another special property of three-element codes established 
recently in [3] and discussed further in Section 3 of the present paper. This property 
is as follows: For each three-element code A there exists a unique maximal (possibly 
infinite) word o~A such that it can be covered from left to right in two different ways, 
that is to say, there exists a unique maximal (possibly infinite) word in 
I,..Jx, y,A.x,,y pref(xA '°) c~ pref(yA'°). Here, of course, the word maximal refers to the 
partial order " . . .  is a prefix of . . . .  ". 
We also give examples howing that neither of the above mentioned properties 
of three-element codes does not hold for all four-element codes. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of formal languages 
and codes (cf., e.g., [7, 1]). To fix our terminology, however, we specify the following. 
A free monoid generated by an alphabet Z is denoted by Z* and its identity by 
1. Further, we set ,~+= Z*-{1}.  Elements of Z* are called words. The notations 
Zo, and ~'~ are used for the sets of all infinite words, or co-words, from left to right 
and from right to left, respectively. We call an ~o-word w in ,Y~ (respectively in ~,S) 
periodic if there exists a finite word p such that w = pO, (respectively w = ~p). 
For a word x we denote by Ixl its length and by prefk(x) (respectively sufk(x)), 
for k~>0, its prefix (respectively suffix) of length k~ If Ixl < k, we set prefk(x)= 
sufk(x) = x. Let x and y be words. We write x < y (respectlx, ely y > x) if x is a prefix 
(respectively suffix) of y. Further, we use the notation x ^ py (respectively x ^sY) 
for the maximal common prefix (respectively suffix) of the words x and y. Clearly, 
^p and As are associative. The notation y- ix  (respectively xy -~) is used for the left 
(respectively right) quotient of x by y. It should be clear when and how the above 
notions can be extended to words in ,Y*u ,y,o or in ,Y*u o,y. 
For a language A, pref(A) (respectively suf(A)) denotes the set of all prefixes 
(respectively suffixes) of words in A, and the ~o-languages A ~' and ~'A are defined 
in a natural way. 
A language C={c, lieI}~.~* is a code if C* is free with C as a base, or 
equivalently, if the morphism h: I*~,Y* defined by h(i)= ci is injective. Further, 
we say that a code C has a bounded elaypfrom left to right if the following holds: 
For any words u and v in C* and for any elements a and/3 in C, if au </3v and 
lul >p, then necessarily a =/3. A code is said to have a bounded delay from left to 
right if it has a bounded elay p from left to right for some p >i 0. The corresponding 
notions from right to left are defined analogously using suffixes. 
Let A be a language and w a word or an ~o-word. We say that A covers w from 
left to right if w E pref(A°'). Moreover, we say that A covers ambiguously wfrom left 
to right if there exist words a and/3 in A, with a ~/3, such that w e pref(aA '°) c~ 
pref(/3A~). Let ~,n~(A) denote the set of all (finite or infinite) words ambiguously 
covered by A from left to right. The corresponding notions from right to left are 
defined analogously. 
3. The structure of dmd(A) 
In this section we recall and slightly reformulate the result of [3] characterizing 
the structure of ~6~d(A) in the case when A is a three-element code. 
Let A= {a,/3, y}_ .$* be a three-element code. Further, let h: I*-*.Y*, where 
I = {1, 2, 3}, be the morphism defined by h(1) = a, h(2) =/3, and h(3) = y. We say 
that A is from left to right reduced if card(prefl(A)) ~> 2 and that it is from left to 
right strongly reduced if, moreover, one of the words of A is a prefix of another. 
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Consequently, the code {a,/3, 3'} is from left to right strongly reduced if and only 
if one of the words a, /3 and 3' is a prefix of another and the third starts with a 
different letter than the other two. Of course, the above notions from right to left 
are defined analogously. 
We have the following simple but useful result (of. [3]). 
Lemma 3.1. Let A = {a,/3, T} be a code and p = a '° ^ p/3Co ^p 3"¢o. Then A' = p - lAp  is 
from left to right reduced and, moreover, if A has the unbounded elay from left to 
right, then A' is from left to right strongly reduced. 
Lemma 3.1 was an important ool when proving the main result of [3] which 
is as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a three-element code. There exist words x and y such that 
sg,n~(A) = pref(xy '° ). 
The message of Theorem 3.2 is that, for any three-element code A, sCm~(A) 
contains the unique maximal element with respect o the partial order <. Let us 
denote this word by ~oA. Clearly, ~OA is finite if and only if A has a bounded delay. 
Now a natural question arises: In how many ways can the unique maximal element 
of ~(A)  be covered? Our next result gives the answer to this question in the ease 
when WA is infinite. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that ~oA is infinite. Then there exist exactly two words v and 
in I °" such that OOA= h(v)= h( f,). Moreover, neither of the words v and ~ is periodic. 
Proof. Since taA is infinite, A must have the unbounded elay and hence, by Lemma 
3.1, we may assume that A is from left to right strongly reduced. Let v and ~ be 
words in I °' such that pref~(v) # prefl(~) and tOA = h(v) = h(~). 
We assume that there also exists a word v' such that h(v' )= tOA and v'~ {v, ~}. 
Clearly, either v' ^ p v or v' ^ p ~ is finite and non-empty, say ~" = v' Ap v # 1. Then, 
h(l "-~ v) = h(~ "-~ v'), with prefl(~ --~ v) # prefl(r -~ v'). Therefore, Theorem 3.2 implies 
that h(r -~v)= OJA and, hence, ¢OA= h(r°'). 
NOW, let ~ = vo(vO °', where Ih(v01 is a multiple of Ih(*)l, say Ih(v~)l = ilh(*)l. 
Then we have h(voV~Vl) = h('rivovl), a contradiction since prefl(r) # pref~(vo). This 
argumentation also proves the second sentence of the theorem. [] 
It is worth emphasizing that Theorem 3.3 does no hold for finite prefixes of tOA. 
Such words may have more than two covers. Indeed, let A = {ab, aba, babb} and 
w = ababab. Then, w is a prefix of tOA = aba(bab) °" and, moreover, w has four 
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different covers: w = aba.bab = ab.aba.b = ab.ab.ab. = ab.ab.ab. Even in the case 
when to^ itself is finite it can have more than two covers, consider, e.g. the code 
{ab, aba, baabb}. Observe also that although ~, and ~ are nonperiodic toA may be 
periodic. Indeed, for the code A = {ab, aba, baba} we have toA = (ab)% 
We conclude this section with an example showing that the structure of ~(A)  
for a four-element code can be much more complicated than Theorem 3.2 allows. 
We extend the above mentioned three-element code {ab, aba, babb} to the code 
A'= {ab, aba, babb, bbabba}~ 
Then a straightforward consideration shows (cf. also [3]) that 
~,n~ (A') = pref( aba ( bbabba )* ( bab )'° w aba ( bba ) ~' 
w abab(babbab)*abb((abbabb)*(babbab)*)~'). 
4. Bounded delay properties 
Let us start this section by considering a two-element code B={a,/3}. It is 
straightforward to see (of. [4]) that ~t,n~(B)=pref(a/3 Ap/3a). In particular, this 
means that B has a bounded delay from left to right and, hence, by symmetry also 
from right to left. 
On the other hand, the to-word ab '° and the code {a, ab, bb} shows that a 
three-element code need not have a bounded delay from left to right. However, as 
an application to Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we are able to prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Each three-element code has a bounded delay at least in one direction. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 goes via a sequence of four lemmas. From now on let 
A={a, /3,  y}___ ~* be a three-element code having the unbounded elay in both 
directions. We assume that ,~ is binary and define the morphism h as in the previous 
section. Further, in the spirit of Theorem 3.2, let" to^ and ^ to be the unique infinite 
words Which can be covered from left to right and from right to left, respectively, 
in two different ways. We call A from left to right (respectively from right to left) 
periodic if to^ (respectively ^to) is periodic. 
We start the proof of Theorem 4.1 with the following lemma which, we believe, 
is interesting on its own right, too. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  A = {t~, fl, 11} has the unbounded elay from left to right and it is from 
left to right strongly reduced, then for all words u and v in A* the word u ^ pv is in A*. 
Proof. We assume that u ~ aA* and v ¢/3A*. Then, by Theorem 3.2, u ^p v < toa 
and hence u ApV e {U A ptoA, V AptoA}. Therefore, it is enough to show that u ^ ptoA~ 
A*. This is done by induction on lu AptoAI. 
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I f  u < ~OA, we are done. So let u-K OJA, meaning, since ~OA is infinite, that u ^pO) A
OJA. We illustrate our assumptions in Fig. 1, where 8 is defined by 
8 = h(h-~(u) ^p lh-~(a-'oJA)). 
u ^ p oJ A ,~/  
oJ A: ~ ~ _ 
, | 
1 
u: ~ 
. 
Fig. 1. 
By Theorem 3.3, 8 is unique. Further, we set 
O) t -= 8--1WA and u' = 8--1U. 
If 8 = u ^ p WA, we are done. Consequently, let 
lsl<lu ^ pO, AI 
so that ~o' and u' are nonempty words such that pref~(u')=pref~(oY) and 
pref~(h-l(u')) ~ preft(h-l(~o')). Hence, we may assume that w'E aA ~" and u'E/3A*. 
Therefore, Theorem 3.2 yields u' ^  p oJ' < ~OA and hence u' ^  p ~o' E { u' ^  p O~A, OJ' ^  P OJA}. 
Consequently, by induction hypothesis, u'^poJ'EA* and the lemma has been 
proven. [] 
Observe that in the proof of the previous lemma we did use the fact that A has 
the unbounded elay. Indeed, the strongly reduced code A = {ab, abba, babb} shows 
that this assumption is unavoidable: ab.babb ^p abba.babb =abbab = ~OA ~ A*. 
We now establish our second lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. I f  A has from right to left unbounded elay and it is from right to left 
strongly reduced, then it is from left to right periodic. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, there exist two infinite words, say v = xy*' and ~ = £fo,, with 
pref~(x) # pref~(£), such that h(~,)= h(~)= ~OA. Moreover, by the second sentence 
of this theorem neither x ^,y~ {x, y} nor £ ^ ~f~ {£, )~). Consequently, we may, 
possibly modifying the words x, £, y and )~, assume that all of them are nonempty 
and that they satisfy the following conditions: [h(y) I= Ih(Y)l, pref l (x)#pref l (£) ,  
sufl(x) # suf~(y) and sufl(£) # suf,(.P). We illustrate our assumptions in Fig. 2. 
h(x) h(y) 
h( ; )  h(y) h(y) 
Fig. 2. 
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Clearly, Ih(x)l # Ih(~)l, say Ih(x)l> Ih(~)l. Now, since A is from right to left 
strongly reduced, we obtain, again by Theorem 3.2, that 
AtO > h(~)-~h(x) = h(Y,~)-~h(xy). 
Let r= h(x) ^ sh(xy). Then, by Lemma 4.2, r is in A ÷. In particular, since A is a 
code, it follows that Izl > [h(g)-th(x)[. Therefore, the maximal common suffix q of 
the words h(g) and h(~y) is nonempty and, hence, again by Lemma 4.2, in A ÷. 
Consequently, we have zh(y "~) = qh(F )  with r and ? in A ÷. So, it follows from 
Theorem 3.3 and from the relations suf~(x) # suf,(y), sufl(~) # suf~07), Izl Ih(x)l, 
and I l-<lh( )l that z=h(x)  and ?=h(g).  This means that toA=(h(x)h(y) o 
(h(x))-~) °" proving the lemma. [] 
Now, we easily obtain our next lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. Each three-element code A having the unbounded elay in both directions 
is periodic in both directions. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, say tOA is not periodic. Then, by Lemma 4.3, A is not 
from fight to left strongly reduced. Let, according to Lemma 3.1,/~ be a word such 
that A'=/zA/z -~ is from fight to left strongly reduced. Clearly, also A' has the 
unbounded delay in both directions and toA, =/ztoA. Now, since toA is not periodic 
from left to fight, neither is tOA,, a contradiction to Lemma 4.3. [] 
As our last lemma we sharpen the previous result as follows. 
Lemma 4.5. For each three-element code A having the unbounded elay in both 
directions there exist words p~ and p2 such that toA = (pip2) °' and AtO = °'(p2p0. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, there exist words p and/~ such that toA = pO, and Ato = ,o/~. 
We assume, by symmetry, that [p] ~> IPl and that p is primitive. Further, we may 
assume (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.4) that A is from fight to left strongly reduced. 
Finally, as at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.3, let x, 2, y, and )7 be nonempty 
words such that h(xy °') = h(g~ °') = toA and, moreover, prefl(x) # pref~(~), sufl(x) # 
sufl(y), and sufl(~) # sufl(fi). 
Let 
p=rst  (I) 
be the factorization of p such that 
h(x)~p*r and h(2)~p*rs 
(or, symmetrically, h(x)~ p*rs and h(g)e  p'r) .  Then, the primitiveness of p yields 
h(y)e(str)  + and h(~)~(trs) +.
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In (1), r and t must be nonempty, otherwise A would not be a code (cf. the choice 
of x, g, y, and fi). We shall show that 
s=l .  (2) 
We assume that Ih(x)l > Ih(g)l (the other possibility is handled in the same manner) 
and illustrate our assumptions in Fig. 3. We define 
o = max{z ]z ~ suf((rst)*)  n suf(A*)}. 
h(x) h(y) 
"'A: ~ 
h(x) h(y) h(y) h(y) 
Fig. 3. 
If o- is infinite, then (2) follows from the uniqueness of ~oJ, from the primitiveness 
of p, and from the relations oh(xy)> oh(x) and o'h(gy)> oh(g), where suf~(x) 
suf~(y), suf~(g)~ sufl(p), and o is in ~'A. So, we assume that o is finite. 
First, from the facts that A is from fight to left strongly reduced and ,Y is binary 
we derive that o- is nonempty. The same argument shows that o- is not in A ÷ either. 
Now, let x' be a word such that h(x') > o. Then, by Lemma 4.2, we obtain 
oh(x)  = h(x'x) As h('°y)~ A ÷ 
and, symmetrically, 
oh(g) = h(x'g) As h('°y)~ A +. 
Therefore, 
( rh(x)h(y ' )  = o'h(~)h(~ °') with oh(x) and oh(g) in A*. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Let 
and 
Xl = (h- ' (oh(x) )  ^ oh-'(o'h(g)))-~h-~(o'h(x)) 
g, = (h-'(o'h(x))  ^ ph- ' (o 'h(g))) - lh- ' (o 'h(g)) .  
oh(xy~): 
oh(;)~): 
e: A + 
0 h (x )  h(y) 
Fig. 4. 
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Clearly, x~ and ~1 are unique. Further, x ~ x~ and ~ ~ ~,  since tr is not in A*, and 
both x~ and ~ are nonempty since A is a code. Now, we consider the relations 
prefl(x~) # pref l (~) and h(x~y °') = h(~oT') and apply the argumentation used at 
the end of the proof of Lemma 4.3. This yields Ih(x,)l > Ih(x)l and, hence, by the 
primitiveness of p and by Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
Iol >lpl. (3) 
Now, by the definition of o-, we have h(°'y) > oh(x) and h(')7) > o'h(~). Therefore, 
both oh(x) and oh(~) are suffixes of Ato and, hence, the shorter one is a suffix of 
the other, i.e., oh(x)> o-h(~). Consequently, since oh(x)e  suf((str) ÷) and o-h(~) 
suf((trs)÷), it follows from (3) and from the primitiveness of p that s = 1, i.e., (2) 
also holds in this case. 
From (2) and from the fact that Ih(x)l > Ih(~)l we obtain [h(x)l/> IPl. This, together 
with (3), yields 
Ioh(x)l  2lpl. 
We also have 
"~ = AtO > oh(x) and 0'/~> oh(x), 
where/~ is a conjugate of p. These three conditions together with our assumptions 
that p is primitive and I pl >I I Pl imply that/~ =/~, and hence,/~ and p are conjugates. 
In fact, p= rt and/~=tr .  [] 
Now, we are finally ready for the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume the contrary, that a three-element code A has the 
unbounded elay in both directions. Then, by Lemma 4.5, there exist words p~ and 
P2 such that toA = (pip2) °" and AtO = '°(p2pz). Moreover, according to the proof of 
Lemma 4.5, there exists a word y such that h(y) = (p~p2) ~ for some i>~ 1. Hence, 
h(y") = toA, a contradiction with the second sentence of Theorem 3.3. [] 
One essential point in the above proof is that if a three-element code A has the 
unbounded elay in both directions, then both toA and Ato are periodic (Lemma 
4.4). It is intersting to note that, as we have already seen, one of these words may 
really be periodic. 
As a result of Theorem 4.1 we can easily list all maximal three-element codes. 
Corollary 4.6. All maximal three-element codes over {a, b} are as follows: { aa, ab, b}, 
{ a, ba, bb }, { aa, ba, b }, and {a, ab, bb }. 
Proof. By a theorem of Schiitzenberger (cf. [ 1 ]) any maximal code having a bounded 
delay is either a prefix or suffix code. CI 
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We conclude this paper with the following two remarks: 
(1) Theorem 4.1 does not hold for four-element codes. 
{a, ab, bbab, bbbb} is a counterexample: 
Indeed, the code 
~ l  OQ 1~O~ 
(2) A three-element code may have an 'a-shifted unbounded delay' in both 
directions. Now the code {aa, abb, bba} provides a counterexample: 
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